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After a careful stufy the following hypothses is 
formulated that there is a positive and significant correlation 
l)etv/een four dimensions of self, i.e. self in relation to 
others, self in relation to self,self in relation to parents, 
and self in relation to emotional life. 
The following method was used for testing the hypotheses-
tnveritory 
A awarenessx^sonstructed by Or, S, Zaidi was utilized 
to measure the four dimenslouias discussed aljove. 
This test was administered to a sample of 94 students 
of B.Ed, studying in Bepartraent of education.A.i^.U. Aligarh. 
All the items of self awareness inventory were given » 
scores separately on each of the four dtmentions of self. 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the 
inter correlation ship between various, dimensions of "self 
awareness scale" and to know that haw much people understand 
them self in theabove mentioned four dimensions of self* 
The construct validity of the given self awareness 
inventory is measured by studying the inter coBBelationship 
between various dimensions of self. 
To study the inter correlation between various 
disnenslons of self the researcher used the "Pearson. Product 
moment correlation method" befcause it was considered to be 
the most suitable technique in view of the fact that the 
scores yielded from the different dimensions of self in 
self avfareness scale. 
The results obtained from all the six inter correlations 
mentioned ahove showed position relations. 
i'lean and S.D. of the all • four dimensions were 
calculated. 
Thus we can say that self awareness scale has high 
construct validity as expressed by consistently positive and 
highly significant inter correlation. 
The present study would be helpful for those 
investigatdrs who might use the Dr. Sajida Zaidi's "self 
awareness scale" for the purpose of investigating the self 
concept, in fourdimensions, this "self awareness scale" will 
Jbe a good tool. 
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CHAPTER-I 
im-KOUUCTIUN 
A large part of the behaviour that constitutes 
personality is self oriented behaviour, Like all other 
objects of experience,the self grows out of the matrisr of 
indefinitness v;hich exists at the first perceptual level, 
it cones gradually n into being as the process of 
defferentiation goes on with in the perceptual field. 
Many of psychalogists defined the self as an 
individual's perception of himself, as an existential 
entity which is unique, self- regulative and unified. 
The self is something of which the individual is 
immediately aware. He thinks of it as the private region 
of his life. It's through which an individual comes to 
know who he is and v;hat he can do. The concept of self 
keeps modifying and developing v;ith the individual's 
experiences. 
The nature of self 
Most of our aental energies are directed to 
those tilings vrhich are overt and measurable. Moustakas 
suggests fourteen principles that summarize the basic 
approches and recognition of the self in true experience 
and the creation of human understanding. 
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!• '^he individual kncnirs liiraseH Ijetter than anyone 
else* 
2, ^nly the individual who hlmsilf can develop 
his potentialites* 
3» ^he individual's perception of his own feelings, 
attitudes, and ideas is more valid than any outside 
diagnose*^ s can be. 
4. Behaviour can best be understood from the 
individual's own point of viev^ r. 
5» ^he individual responds in such v/ay as to be 
consistent v/ith himself. 
6. '^he individual's perception of hinself determines 
how he will behave, 
7. Ui3jects have no meaning in theaselves. 
individiials yive neanings and reality to them, •'•hese 
w<j|«inK5 reflect the individual's back ground, 
8. Every individual is logical in the context of 
his m/n personal expenience. His pdiint of view may seem 
illogical to others when he is not understood, 
9. ^s long as Individual accepts hims41f, he will 
continue to gro\\r and develop his potentialites. When he 
4oes not accept hiraselC, much of his energies will bo used 
to defend rather than explore and to actualize himself. 
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10, Every individual wants to grow tonmrd self 
fullilment . These growth strivings are present at all 
times* 
!!• The individual learns si/^nificantly only those 
thin,'Ts which are involved in the maintenance of self. 
No one can force the individual to permanent or creative 
learning, Ue will learn only if he wishes to aiiyother, 
type of learning ±sDtEEi is temporary and in consistent 
with the self and will disappear as soon as threat is 
removed, 
12, Concepts, ideas, symbals and event can be dividnr! 
hut expeneace is experiencec! in the unique reality of the 
individual person and can not he untrue to itself. It is 
threatens the maintenance or enhancement of self, the 
experience v;ill he of little , relevance or consequence to 
the individual though it nay temporarily stife further 
grovjth, 
13, We can not teach another person directly and we 
v< 
can not facilitate real learning in the sense of maing it 
easier, le can make learning for another person possible 
hy pi-oviding information, the setting, atmosphere, materials, 
(4) 
resources, and by being them» The learning process itself is 
a unique individualistic experience. It may be difficult experience 
for the individual person even if it has significance for 
the enhancement of self, 
15. Under threat the self is less open to 
spontaneous expression that is more passive and controlled. 
When free from threat the self is more open, that is free to be 
and to strive for actualization, 
s 
DimenJtf^ ons of the Self 
The basic self concept:-
The self as the person perceives it has at 
least four dimenstions. 
First there is the self concept proper which 
has been defined as the individual perception of his abilities and 
his status and roles in the outer world. This is his concept of 
the kind of person he thinks he is. It la is influenced by his 
physical self, his personal appearance dress, and gromming, 
by his abilities and disposiibion, his values, beliefs, and 
aspiration. 
The transitory perception of self. 
Second there is the self percep-
tion which an individual holds at the present time. This view ma^ v 
1. Strant 'R' 
The ado le seen t views himself New York, Columbia 
U n i v e r s i t y p r e s s , 1957. 
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lacting in perspectives and may be influenced by the mood 
of the moment or by some recent experinence. It is a 
transitory attitude. This dimension often includes a 
negative view- a picture of the kind of self the person 
fears he is. 
The social Self;-
The th i rd dimension i s the social self t h i s i s 
the self as the person thinks o thers see i t t h i s concept may 
not correspond with other people ' s perceptions of him, 
neverr the- less i t has an important effect on h is behaviour. 
The ideal Se l f : -
The fourth dimension i s the ideal self on the 
self i dea l . The kind of person the individual hopes to be 
or would l i k e to be t h i s may be r e a l i s t i c , too iow, or 
two high depending upon the i n d i v i d u a l ' s l eve l of 
aspi ra t ion in r e l a t ion to his a b i l i t y and appor tuni t ies 
for selfl r e a l i z a t i o n . I f the ideal self i s set too low, 
i t may be des t ruc t ive of self esteem as the individual 
compares himself with others who had have higher aspi ra t ion 
and have achieved much. I f the ideal sel i s set a t an 
a u n r e a l i s t i c a l l y 
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hlgh level, he nay experience continuous fustation 
and be more subjective to feelings of depression 
than if there were less discrepancy between the 
self perception and the ideal self.(V) 
The ideal self is derived in many v/ays. 
According to Havinghurst.and Mac Donald The development 
of the ideal self goes through an early stage of 
Identification with a parent or parent substitute, 
i 
an intermediate , some what u n r e a l i s t i c and g^o^rous 
s tage , omitted by some childrcnjand a stage of 
i den t i f i ca t i on with an a t t r a c t i v e young adult or an 
imaginary character who has a combination of many 
admirable q u a l i t i e s . 
l .Hobert ,E' B i l l s " Self concepts and Horschach Signs of 
Uepresstion" 
JournalH of consulting psychology. Vol,18 (April 
1954) ,PP 135-137. 
2« liobert ' J ' Havighurst and Donaldv.-Mac Uonald, 
" Developaent ofthe ideal se l f in 1-^ew Zealand and ^i-narican 
childern" 
Journal of educational Kesarch Vol, 49 l>eceraberl955) 
PP263-273. 
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All these dlmenstlons of the self are of great 
significance hecause they guide and, in many instances 
detenaine an individual's behaviour. 
Self Concept,. 
The concept of self which has got fundamental 
significance in theoritical v/orK. of psychologists 
prefering phenoraenological point of view, may be 
defined as an indid^ stl's perception of himself as an 
existential entity which is unique, self regulative 
and unified. Thusthe self is a composite of many 
psychological states, imprssions and fellings. It 
includies the perception as individual has of himself 
the impression he has of his body, the image he has 
of his physical appearance and of tangible properties 
of his person. In brief it way be asserted that the 
concept of seld serves as a frame of reference for 
the individual to relate himself with others and others 
to himself, i'he self concept of an individual provides him 
identity. So that he comes to know who he is, v;hat he 
can do and what the aim of his life is. 
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The self is seen as that portion of tho 
individual's world of experience v/ith which heis 
identified Kb and which he perceives to "be v/ithin his 
control. As the± individual natures, his reactions 
hecome organized into a pattern, v/hich we call the 
self structure or self concept. 
The concept of self was xfidely used in discussing 
huuan personality upto the end of the 19th centuary hut 
with the rise of hehaviouristic psychology, these notions 
were judged too mystical to he of value in scientifice 
studies of human beings* The concept of self has however, 
gained importance after the publication of All Port*s(T) 
book on personality. 
Origin o:^  self concent. 
The very origin of the self concept is dynamic. 
It arises out of the conplex of the person's interpersonal 
2 
relations and according to sullivany is deterrained by 
1. Snygg,& Conbs. A.V/, Individual behaviour Nev/ York; 
Harper and brothers 19^8. 
2. Uarry S, Sullivan, the interpersonal Theory of psychiatry. 
New York; W.V/. Norton & Company, Inc. ,1953,ppl64-l68. 
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the vay he organize his experience to avioid or dininish 
aiixiety anddisapproval, praise and blatie, reward and 
punishment, the giving or v;ith holding of love, especially 
by the person's most significant in the individual life. 
The self concept is dynamic in its efforts to 
maintain its individuality. The dynamic aspect of the 
self concept is also evidanced in adolescent's desire 
to understand them selves and to realize their most 
acceptable selves. The individual's concept of himself 
is at the core of his thinking, motivation and behaviour, 
*"" Pevelopnent of self concept. 
The ability to understand one self is an 
unfolding process that continues throughout life and is 
influenced ;;roatly by social interaction, <^on6ciousn*8s of 
one self in same cases emerges suddenly almost i/ithout 
warning. The greatest single determinant of one's self 
concept is his family. Through interaction with tliis 
family reference group, the individual develops carlk^ r 
experiences of adequacy, acceptance, identification 
and expectancies of the society in to \/hlch he is 
increasingly moving. 
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. Characteristics of self concent. 
An individual at any mo- nent in tiue has 
access to nuch tiore than can he physically observed. 
This understanding which he develops of himself have four 
characteristics. 
The solf concent is alvmva chan.'^ .ing.-
Admittedly, this means that a student has 
great difficulty in getting a clear ipnas grasp of who 
he is. It is this fluidity, honfever which changes in 
behaviour possible were an individual' self concept never 
to chage, he would be unable to adjust to the changing 
environuent that surrounds hin. Change nay virtually 
instantaneous. This older child understands that he is 
uncertain and relatively incanabie of coh^ting vrith his 
mother in a houshold ±Hk tasi;. When mother leaves and 
the coraparision shifts to younger brother, however, the 
self talzes on a new perspective. 
„^  The self concent has a basic stability.-
Despite the laomentary manifestation of chani^ e, 
a deeper understanding of solf is carried across eVents, 
It is this stability which a carries the confident man 
through defeat, after defeat and c«i«9esthe sudden victor 
to accept triumph with cautlim 
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The self concept Is influenced by the intensity 
with which one exoerience aspects of his 
environraant. 
This is one's needs vary froa noraent to uonont. 
Ills level of aiirareness, ranging froa very vague to 
sharp is dependent upon the particular need vhich he is 
corrently experiencing. 
-—- The self concept has direction. 
At any given moment the avert behaviour may 
seem random, hut the self concept is organized, has purpose, 
and seeks to satisfy its need in a meaningful fashion. 
The incorigruous behaviour can only be explained by 
the need within the self to give expression to something 
other than that MH toward which prinary attention 
appeared focused. 
The acqviisCtion of self concept is a gi-adual 
process. The child at bir*h is an undefferentiated 
being, he does not have adequate perceptual and 
conceptual equipments to discriminate between himself 
and the other objects and individual's around hitn. 
Caradually as he'^ roi^ s he comes to realize that he is he' 
and they are they. This feeling of duality in early 
stages is confined to the awareness of biological 
seperableness. However, the individual(s growth makes 
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the structure of himself taore conple because a part 
from physical seperahleness, the individual also come 
to know that he has a particular socioeconomic hackground 
a particular order of preferences knovm as values. 
Various concents related to self. 
In the openion of many psychalogists the 
concept of self gives consistecy to one's behaviour 
and lies in the very core of personality, Much of 
an individiual's behaviour is governed by hisself concept. 
It is a guide to an individual's behaviour of any sort 
the concdpt of self of a person is a very precious thing 
to be maintained or enhanced at all costst 
Counselors quite, justifiably direct much 
attention twirardsa assisting the u individual to 
understand himself, A well formulated self concept takes in 
to account the realities of the complex would in which 
he lies, assists the individual to feel secure v;ithin 
his enrironraent accurately assesses his arrcas of 
personal strength and weakness, and makes logical 
!• Hogers , tr.H, Client Centered Therapy. 
iJaston; Houghton Miftlin, 1951. 
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decisions based upon his assessment. If the individual 
is to be assisted in understanding himself, the connselor 
Must strive to see the world through his eyes. 
The self in ItOger's Theory is differentiated 
out of other perceptual objects of the phenonenal field 
and refers to the "I" or "Me". The self concept refers 
to all the self detinitions and descriptions that the 
individual holds about hiaself. The self structure 
inciud^B that self , self concdpt and the values that 
are attached to them . All these terms refer to objects 
and are governed by the same arginizational principles 
that govern other perceptual objects. Although the self 
structure, is diffornntiated and defined by the individual 
it finally appears to become rather orgianized, stmctured 
and autonouous in governing the s experiBBce of the 
individual."^ 
The terra self is defined by philosophers and 
psychaloi;ists in many ways. It is defined as a sort of 
1. Murphy tr.i'ersonality. ^  biosocial Approach to origin 
and structure. 
New yorkJ Harpon 19^^. 
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organizing agent,HgEaaJt as the sense that an individual 
has reQarding hip existence and personality, of his 
v/orth , role, and position. Those aspects of charactcrstics 
of the individual which are peculla^y his, i/liich r;ive 
a sense ofH unity to his personality haves been 
variously designated as the'self ' hy "i/illiam Janes, "the 
ego" by 2 Freud ' the self system by Sullivan, the ' 
Proprium' by Aliport»The self can be regarded as the 
core personality. Personality is an integrated pattern or* -er 
responses trials and tendencies, but self is the 
unifying agent which brings about organization in 
various diversing aspects of personality it represents 
the social andjj conscious aspect ••'? nwrfionali^ y. 
Personality is the unique pattern of certain charactersics 
and experience which can be observed but can not be 
felt. The individual hastbe feelings of this pattern only 
0 in the form of self conciousness , or s^ lf concept. 
!• Strang, Ruth. T^e adolescent views Himself. 
A phychology of Adolescence » New York 
M.C. Craw Hill Company 1957. p.67. 
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According to Symonds (i) ' The self indicates all the 
ueanings and evaluation that a person has about himself and his 
relation to world around him, An individual absortoes into and as 
a part of himself all of the persons , objects , ideas, and ideals, 
with which he identifies himself. 
As the individual has more and more experiences , he 
begins to organize his reactions into a fltlld( changable) but never-
the-less organized and consistent pattern , wMch Rogers Calls 
• The self structure* or 'Self concept'. The self concept is the 
individual's way of looking at himself ' and his thinking , 
feeling and behaving are for the most part consistent and harmonious 
with his self concept(2) 
In sone discussion the tern'self' is used interchangeably 
with 'ego' Soue ^ 'sychologists, hoifever, distingviish between the 
meaning of the terns but the distinction made is not uniform. 
M« I I I I •••- I II — _•_ I - - -|[ - J .. - .... I 1. iiM wiM _ 1 I - -T—r 1 IL .L I. 1 • _ j i j . j i i • II r I • 1 • • 1 1 1 • II I • • If 1 . . . I - - I I I -~r ' - - - - i n i i " T ^" I II — " • 
(1) Symonds, P.^ i. The ego and the self J'^ew Yorki 
Appietion century crafts Innc. 1951 ^ » 68. 
(2) Lindgren, Henry clay, i:*sychology of personal and social 
adjustment . New York : Anerican book company 1953« 
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o 
AfflOng the philos^hers the distinction between 'I' and 'me' that is 
between the subjective and objective meaning of the self was first 
made by Immanual Kant(l) A similar distinction was also made by 
Schophenhaur (2) 
The philosopher phychologist William James (3) explained 
behaviour in terms of human conscioiyiess. According to him whatever 
\fe think, feel, or do, we are always of our existing personality-
The total self is, by him also , devided into two parts which he 
calls the *!* and 'me' The 'I' is the observer or knower, the self 
that perceives the world about it and reacts to this world. 
(1) As discussed by Symonds, ^»H» the ego and the self 
New York, Appleton centuary. 
Crafts Inc. 1951• 
(2) Synonds, i^ .i!*. Ibid. 
(3) Jaiaes, V.'illiam, i 'sychology , i'^ ew York s 
Henry Half &. Company. 1890 V o l . s i , 2 , 
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The 'me' on the other hand i s the self as observed. 
The ' I ' can observed among many other th ings . The 'me' tha t 
i s his own and the self can become the object of awareness 
and of value". The 'me* par t of the sel f according to William 
James i s acquired and i s ca l led by him the ' empircal ego ' . 
The ' I ' par t on the other hand i s * termed pure 'ego ' and 
i s postulated to give a permanent feel ings of existence to the 
individual . 
According to Mead^ ' a l s o the sel f has two aspects a 
generalized par t or 'me' and a dynamic aspect or ' I ' In order 
to maintain the d i s t inc t ion between these two phases he says 
t ha t the ' I ' par t i s self or iented and the 'me' par t others 
i r i en ted , ' I ' i s spontanious in i t s react ions and 'me' i s 
inhib i ted ' I ' i s c rea t ive v/hile me i s i r a i l a t i v e . ' I ' i s 
or ig ina l 'me' i s conventional. These to phas&s of the ' s e l f 
i s Mead's theory are in most cases, fused together but when 
they are in conf l ic t personal i ty i s d i s in tegra ted . 
( 2) Murphy^ ' i n his book personal i ty , used the i t e n n ' e g o ' and 
s e l f to denote the two phases of s self . This di rect ion made 
by him, however, does include exactly with those made between 
' I ' and 'me' by the authors mentioned above. Murphy refers to 
t h e ' s e l f as the object of perception whereas according to him, 
fc»tojex the 'ego ' i s 
i1) Mead, G.H. Mind, self & Socient. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press 1934. 
(2) Murphy Gardner, Personality. New York: Harper and 
Brothers 1947. 
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a system of activities organized around the self to include both 
self eiihanceueut and self defence, 
Syuonds(i) has also made distinction between'self'and 
'ego' thouE^ h in a sone v;hat iBifferent way.He defined 'ego' as "an 
active progress for developing and executing a plan of action for 
attaining satisfaction in response to inner drives, i^ he ego 
pastulated by him is the sane as the Freudian ego. The term self 
used by hira, on the other hand , refers to "the subjective self as 
it is perceived,conceived, valued and responded to by the indirltiual 
hinself"(2) Syinonds distinguishes between four phases of the self, 
" The self as perceived "The self as a concept",The self as of value 
and an interest" and the self as"a system of activities in response 
to those valuesand directed at self enhancement and self defence, 
a function \riiich ilurphy attributes to the 'ego' The teru self is 
thus, used by Synonds almost exactly in the sane wayas the i*lieno-
nenologists like ^nygg and comb(3) useit the tem Phenonenological 
self 4/hich according to them is the individual's a\m definition 
of his relation to the world abo,ut hira . 
(1) SymondP.il. The'ego'& The self: New York. 
Applet ion century crofts Inc, 1951» i'.Ai. 
(2) Symonds, i*.!. Ibid, 
(3) Snygg, U&Corabs , A,\.. Individual behaviour, ^ e^w YorkS 
harper & brothers 19^ 18, 
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The self as "Coper" coincided fairly vre 11 with Freud's defini-
-tion of the 'ego'. For Freud the ego is conscious portion of 
personality whose duty is to find a solution to the problems created 
byijapulses^hy the outer environment , and by the prohibitions ta!^ 
over from one's parents and from society (l) 
Clinical ^byehologists have for a long time spoken of ego as 
the system of habits by HHH which one adjusts to reality ; a weak ego 
o 
was one which was easily influenced by the envir^ental stimulation. 
Strange had clear and realstic percepts of self and of the esfeernal 
tforld. 
The self image clearly is a perceptual phenomenon , an organizec 
percept constructed out of personal experiences and lavels ascribed 
byothers .The ego , as defined by Freud(i924), also is predominatly 
perceptual organization . The ego obtains influence(over the id) in 
virtue of its intimate connections with the perceptual system. 
The major function of self image is to bring consistency in 
the behavloujff. The individual has a mental picture of himself and of 
the actions appropriate to this image. The self imago is a guide,a 
source of inner cues to behaviour which makes for consistency. 
(l) Aliport ,trordon W, Patternand Gro\*th in personality .New York J 
iialt ilinechart aad Winston, 196l» 
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B Freud has used the term ego In a highly Bestricted sense 
as a portion of the self. Freud felt that the self or ego modifies 
the Psychic energy of the id that functions on the pleasure principle 
to reduce or free the person from tension. 
SELF UNDER-STANDING. 
Self understanding appears to be related to understanding 
of others and vice versa, ax^ areness of self is attained through the 
recognition of the attitude of others tm/ard onesdlf .Research, by 
Carl Hogens and his associates (4)has shown self acceptance and 
acceptance of others to be possitively related: Jersild (2)suggested 
that the individual^attitude tcmardM others reflects his attitude 
to\/ardKH himself and that the individual evaluates himself through 
his interpritation of xfhat others think at him. 
SELF AWAiiK.'JaSS. 
Self awareness develops dradually as the individual 
ricognizei tlie distinction between self and not self,between his 
body and the reminder of the visible environiaent. 
(1) lio^ens, Carl R. and Diamond, Rosalind F( eds)i*sychotherapy 
and personality change. 
Chicago,University of Chicago Press, 195^. 
(2) Jenslld, Artliur T, Insearch of slef , an exploration of the 
Role of the school promoting self understanding .New Yorlc: 
Bureau of Publications, teachers college, Columbia Univer-
-sity 1952. 
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It seems probable tliat awareness of his body furnishes a common 
care about which self reference teww^^iyif becomes organized ,although 
later one distinguish from the physical body .The child sees portions 
of his physique as coiiraon factors in all his experiences ; he has 
muscular and organic sensations as part of all his activities and 
his feelings of pleasure and pain, especially in the early ears,are 
associated with definite bodily sensations. 
The consciousness of self coaes to full focus ,however , as 
the individaal experiences himself as a continuing unity itn a» 
change inthe outer environment emphasizes the stable self, 
children who are moved often from the neighbourhood to another are 
more sharply aware of themselves as persons primitiaess who live 
alxvays in the same village, with t*ie same neighbours, commonly 
shoM practically no self awareiiess . ^ ven civilized adults 
became self conscious in a strange situation. 
Bsychologicaly we might say that self aifareness is the most 
comple* function of the cerebral cartex,and that emotions or 
physical shock may upset this function without blocking apparently 
normal operation of verbal and non verbal habits. 
Self awareness is growth proi^ ress which begins during 
infancy and early childhood. It develops when a child is able to 
make distinction between self and not self beln-zeen his body and 
the reminder of the visible environment, iiefore this as V/iiiiam 
James said_|]^ It_is^ big_blooraingj_5uzzins_confusi^ ^ 
(l) Stanger,R- Psychology of personality New York, 
He Grow Hill 19^8. 
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Self awareness enables a person to value and to accept 
himself and fees l s secure about himself. A self aware person 
ne i the r over est imates, nor does he under estimate himself. 
He i s the one who has a balance between his perceived self and 
ideal self . He se t s h is goals and aspi ra t ion in B congruence 
with r e a l i t y , Meslow(l) be l ives tha t self awareness i s asign 
of heal th . Self aware perple are independent authonomous, 
and self directed they are growth motivated people, and in 
Maslow's term self ac ta l i z ing people. 
Maslow, A held the view " I t i s j u s t t h i s person, in 
whom ego strength i s a t i t s height wo can be more psrx 
problem centered, more i s spontanceous in his a c t i v i t y more 
humourous. In such persons absorption in doing, in perceiving 
in enjoying, in creat ing can be very complete and very pure(2) 
Self aware people are more self suf f ic ient and self 
contained. They are governed by inner laws ra ther then by 
social or environmental f ac to r s . They are the laws of t h e i r 
own inner nature t h e i r capac i t i e s and t a l e n t s , t h e i r c rea t ive 
impMes, t h e i r needs to know themselves and to become more 
and more unif ied, 
(1) Maslow, A. Towards A. Psychology of being, 
(2) Maslow, A- I b i d r 
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aware what they really are. 
one to independence thay are not anxious and hostile, 
they do not care for honour, prestige and reward their reward is 
the.r satisfaction and laental health, 
The problems of self aware person are solved hy him, by 
searching self.Aself aware person can be seen uniquely as if he 
is the only member of his class* 
8elfawareness can be judged in relation to others, in 
relation to self ftn relations to parents and in relation to 
emotional life. 
SELF IN KELATXOH TO UT.iEKS;^  An individual can have susspicious or 
friendly uodest or arrogent attitude todards others, He can have 
warm or cold relationship with others, lie nay be formal or free, 
spontaineous or contious with others, In short the context of 
otJier person can inspire possible reactions, attitudes and 
eijotions in the individual. The degree of his awareness of self 
canoiily be cxplo'/ed by the fact whether he is aware of his 
attitudes and relationship etc. tov^ ards others, whether they are 
considered good approved and tks^ sxx issaass. noraly valued attitudes 
orthey are bad or negotine disapproved and noraly rejected 
attitudes. This iJay be foundout by measuring consistency of self 
knowledge ^  reality.-
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of a person in relation to others. 
SEiiI"' Ir< xiEL^ iTlUN TO SEJut-';- An individual has a clear conception 
of his relationsiiips with his oi^ ns eg.his interests, his aspirations 
his thinkinfr orientations, his adjust lent with his self etc, 
SKuF TJ u^ -UiTXO.^  Ta PABLilJTS;- This context draws an individual's 
attitude towards hiaself and his relationship witi* *tis parents and 
the emotional and intellectual tensions or harnony with his parents. 
SELF its iliJuATIOi-JS TO iillOTIOI'tAL LIFE;- This context draws from various 
expressioas of an individual's emotional life like the sources of Jiis 
joy, satisfaction, frustration, irritation etc. It also draws from 
an individual's eiotional reactions towards significant events, 
relationships and experiences of his life. 
There are numerous ways of measuring self awareness,e.g. 
interview, case stidy aid by j^ ivin-? the subject to imrite his self 
perception and ki«l?i**al self, projective teciniques, self awareness 
is leasured through tests, most of which are self relating. 
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CliAPTElt I I 
A SUHVEY OF SaiE ItKLiilVAilT STUUIliS. 
Researches on self arsieness, self concept and self acceptance 
date back to Hogers* 'rhough Phenomenological researches on self start 
with -iany( 19^8)Smigg and Counts( 19^9), 3ullivan(l953) and certain 
practising clinicious. ^ut major portlonof researches ift based on '•• 
Rogers theory ofself. To himself concept is phenomenological concept. 
I'lead, G.d. x-lussen, and i^riffth and others conducted important 
studies.The findings of their studies are described in the following 
way;-
G.jJ.Mead, in his studies, found that the original sense of 
the 'me' is made up largely of the attitudes, words, gestures of others 
which the child perceiveS'^ ilis sense of self is thus a product of 
others' behaviour towards him(l) 
Friednan (l955) found that neurotics have a far greater 
discrepancy scores in the self acceptance tests. The tests yield 
such findings i.e. self rejecting people are more insecure more 
depressed and rather Cynical than self accepting people .self accepting 
people are more aubitious. 
j^ l) Aiiport,<i.\V. - Pattern and Orowth in oersonaliry. 
W.Y. Jlolt Hivihart and \Vinston,196l. 
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I'he development of the self concept as it relates to one's 
creative powers is a continuous process and does not result from a 
single earth shalcina experience l>riffths(l9^5) who studied the 
developnent of the itoagination in early childhood , describes it as 
a process of continually measuring one's strength against external 
forces. A critical stage in this develoitient is v/hen tae child for ±fe 
the first time hegins to recognize his personal separateness before 
this children presiuae that all people think and see alilie, naaely 
asthey themselves do. The studies of J3erger(l95l) , i'hilips(l95l) 
MC Intyre (l952) Grand all and Ballugi, support the prediction 
that self awareness accompanies tolerance and liking for others, 
suggesting that the self accepting, person sees the world as a 
friendlier and more benign place than the self rejecting individual, 
Xhe studies of Hussen and i'orter support the su^^gestion 
that self concept are translated into action. -Che positive self 
concept is related to adequate social functionia'5 iv»C<*»'*ttig 
popularity. 
riany studies have been conducted on college students by 
taany i'sychologists. The fiadiags of these studies sliow that there 
are :aany toeople wao depend on the authorities outside of tlieiselves 
for their thinking,. ThJs lUfi^ 'c^ ill y comes from many tJhffJTKntty 
things in society and education which interfere with a child's 
struggle to knew his deeper self and to form a view of his o\m. 
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Butler and -laigh measured the self ideal congrueace in a 
group of 25 c l i e n t s for therapy using Q sort . The range of t h i s 
Congruence was from- k^ to 59 with a mean of.Ol, Ac t i a l ly out of 25 
c l i e n t s only two scored above .33» ^ t the s£uie time the inves t iga tors 
obtained the ueasure of self ideal Congruence for a group of l6 adjust* 
"Xsxked people , a cen t ra l group, which was roughly equivalent to 
c l i e n t group withrespect to age,sex and socio- econoraic s t a t u s , 
Tii-* r*4#i^ e f)£ E congruence for the cen t ra l group was from .01 to ,86 
with a mean of .58 . In t h i s group only two subjects scored below 30. 
Counselling for the i l l adjusted group was carr ied out for 
s ix months to one year. At the end of the counselling period six 
interviews \fere taken . The inves t iga tors again measured the self 
idea l congruence of 17 c l i e n t s who xfere judged t o have improved on the 
c r i t e r i a of counse l lo r ' s ra t ings and hlind analysis of T . A . T . 
protocolee. The range of congruence for t h i s group was froia .20to .78 
with a mean of ,4 ' i . The mean s e l f - i dea l congruence of t h i s improved 
group at the precounselling stage had been .02. How af te r the 
coiipletion of the counselling thenean congruence of .44 indicates tha'' 
lO^ iT self ideal co r re l a t ions are re la ted to lot/ adjustment level 
taiiing tiie group as a whole and considering the average i t can be 
Ultlftd) Butler , J . i l . ik iiaigh, 'J.V. changes in the Uelation between 
Self concepts <St Ideal concepts consequent upon c l i en t 
centered counsel l ing,In ^io^ers, C.;l.ci Jymond it»if.(eds) 
f'sychotherepy and personal i ty ciianges Chicago,University of 
Chicago Press 1954-
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said t'lat sucessful counselling increases ideal-self congruence and 
raises the level of adjustment. 
'^'urttier tiie control ^roup subjects were tested at tiie 
saae intervals as the clients. Although wide dtiffereaces were 
found in the self ideal congruence of some individuals for the two 
testings, the group self ideal mean at the fellow-up testing was 
.59 as compared with ,58 at the previous testing. This indicates 
that the adjusted people on the whole change little in their 
self- ideal congruence with the passage of time, or, in other 
words , their self-concept is stahle. 
l£anlon,Hofstaetter, O'-'-fconner in 195^ studied 78 b-.oys on 
the average l5,3,years of age • They were given the California tests 
of personality and »« also aslced to Q sort iOO self evaluating xtxkx 
statements both for their perceived self and for their ideal- self 
Their discrepancy scores were ±a^ cBx then related to their overall 
adjustment scores on the California Test of personality and to 
score on its subscales. 
No particulars relationship was found between age or 
intelligence and self- ideal congruence, nor did the measure of 
(l) Hanlon, T.E. ilafslaetter,P.ii. ,& 0' conner, J.P., 
congruence of self & Ideal self in Helation to personal 
Adjustment J. Consult Psychal 195^,18 Page,215-218. 
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adjustment show any p a r t i c u l a r r e la t ion to in te l l igence or 
age. But the corre la t ion between the t o t a l adjustment and 
congruance, being.70, was heighly s ign i f i can t . The r e l a t i onsh -
ip found in t h i s study between sel f ideal congruence and 
personal i ty adjustment i s , on the whole, higher than tha t 
found in any other stydy. 
Choaerkoff^''^went a l i t t l e fur ther . The aim of an 
inves t iga t ion by him was to study the point of view tha t the 
degree of defensiveness and i t s perceptual consequences 
would be the same i f the i nd iv idua l ' s perception of environ-
ment or h is perception of himself were taken for examination: 
both v/ould be re la ted to adequacy of the i nd iv idua l ' s 
personal adjustment. His hypothesis tha t the grea ter the 
agreenent between the i nd iv idua l ' s self descr ipt ion and 
object ive descr ipt ion of him, the l e s s perceptual adjustments, 
fur ther , the more adequate the personal adjustment of the 
individual the l e s s perceptual defense he w i l l show. 
He used 30 cal lege men as subjects who did the sor t for 
themselves. Sh Then some psychologists t ra ined in 
(1) Chodericoof, B,Self perception, perceptual Defense, 
and Adjustment . J . Abn.Soc.Psychal,1954,pp49,505-512. 
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Clinical Jfsyciiology stated on the basis of Mographlcs and 
other informationahout the subjects as to what charactoristies 
were or were not applicable to then, xf the subjects o\m Q sort 
was very similar,to that of the'experts* he was given a high xa±ti 
rating on the factor of 'accuracy of self- description' If 
the subject'^ Q sort was very different from that of clenical 
psychologist's he got a low rating • Adjustment was studied by 
liorschach Inkblot test and the informations obtained by the 
clenical psychologists by means of various tests. A test of 
defehsiveness was also utilized in the study , because it is 
commonly assiined in psychological literature that defifinsiveness 
represents poor adjustment, Defensiveness is frequently defined 
asthe tendency to blot out of one's conscious nind,or deny, 
those things inono's environment that are threatening. In order 
totest defensiveness the investigator dictated to his subjects 
lOOwords 50 of which were aank neutral and 50 emotionally 
charged. The subjects were asked to raake verbal response to 
each of the words. Then for each subject 10 words judged to 
represent personally relevant threatening stimuli and 10 neutral 
words were selected. They were presented on techistoscope, 
A subject who recognized neutral words more quickly than 
threatening was considered to be defensive ,Mhereas a person 
whose reaction time for threatening and neutral words was 
approximately equal or who recognized threatening words,'»!»«re 
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raore quickly than neutral ones, was considered to be non-
defensive. 
The findings of Choderkoff supported the above-
mentioned hypotiiesisis that adequate adjustnent results in agree»c 
-ment between individual's self- description and his objective 
description. 
The aim of a study by ^lock and thoaas was to nodify 
a one- sided interpretation of themeaning of expressed 
satisfaction with self as an index of high adjustment ,as, 
according tothem, individual's describing themselves as very 
close to their ego ideals would also tend to deny and suppress 
threatening features of themselves and there fore, can not be 
considered as aature and healthy. 
The subjects in this study were 56 college men and 
women . They weregiven i'l.II.P.I. and approximately two weeks 
later a self administering test of Q sort comprising 80 
adjectives was given to them and they were asked to describe 
theiaselves by aeans of it. A week after completion ojf the 
(l) Jlock J and Thomas H. Is satisfaction of self a 
measure of Adjustment*? 
J. Abnorm. Soc. i'syclioligi?. 51 JPage 254-259 
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self Q sort the subjects were given the sane test of adjectives 
and were asked todescrihe themselves as they ideally would like 
tohe the self sort and ideal self sort of each subject were 
correlated. The range of correlations was from.30 to ,8k with a 
median of .6^, These were taken as a measure of self satisfaction 
correlations were then computed between the satisfaction with 
self variables and several 8S&M.M.P.I, sub- scores. The correlation 
between the 'Ego control' scale and degree of self-satisfaction 
was found to be .44. One hypothesis of the study of an ordinal 
relationii between expressed self-satisfaction and ego controls ivas 
thus supported. 
A positive correlation ofthe value of .41 was also found 
between self satisfaction and iJenlal scale whereas negative 
correlation of .54was found between self satisfaction and Admission 
Scale. Both correlations are significant and supoort the hypothesis 
that over denial of weaknesses goes alon/r with extreme self-
satisfaction. The extreuely satisfied individuals tended to have 
heigher denial scores- results significant beyond ,05 level of 
significance. 
A social maintenance scale has also been constructed from 
a number of MM.i*.I. items , self satisfaction was correlated with 
this measure also and showed a negative relation with it. The 
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highly self satisfied had lower social maintenance score than 
those who were more self critical. The pypothefeis of a 
negative relationship between extrmme self satisfaction and 
personal adjustment was established in relation to this 
measure as well. 
The, while other studies have concluded that people 
with least self ideal, congruence are least well adjusted 
and those with the greatest congruence are best adjusted, 
i.e. the relationship between adjustment and self safisfaction 
is linear, The result of'Block and Thomos' study strongly 
suggests a currilinear relationship between self -A ideal 
congruence and adjustment. As would be seen from the above 
discussion same measures of adjustment were found by the x 
study to be positively and some negatively related to self 
satisfaction. The results of the study and the measures used 
however, need to be further analysed in order for the nature 
of this currilinear relationship to be better clarified. 
Another study by Friedman(l) attempted to investgate 
relationship between pawi Phennomenal, ideal and projected 
self-concepts innormalneurotic and paranoid subjects. It was 
presumed that greater the discrepancy between Phennomenal 
self estimates and projected self qualities,i.e. 
(l) Friedman Phenomenal, Idea, and projected conception of 
self^. Abn social Psychol. 1955,PP, 51, 611-615. 
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the ciiaracteristics of T.A.T. hero, the greater was the ariount 
of personal experience that existed out of answer avmrness or was 
unrealistically appraised. 
They used k8 white male subjects of v?hoin were 16 nonaais, 
±6 hsychoneurotics and l6 pararoid schizophrenics. They were 
equated in age and education ,8o l sorts were ji^ iven to the 
subjects and theywere ai^ed to characterize themselves 
(jfhenouenol self) and the way they would like to be ideal- self. 
Each of the subject was also given five T.A.T. plates. The sa le 
statements as ifere used by the subjects for their Q sorts were 
also sorted out bythe experninenter to characterize the T.A.T. of 
each of the subjects based upon five T.A.T* :^i3asi2ss, S^ &fixsBus 
stories .These Q sorts Tfere called the'projected self][ The nortial 
nen and the neuirotics projected thera selves rather acculfately, 
but the oaronoid men projected with little or no accuracy In other 
words, the noruals were rather 'self accepting' and 
' projected' Avith uoderate accuracy, the neurotic did not like 
themselves,but were accurate in their projections, where as the 
paranoid were 'self accepting'but without accuracy of 
projuction. 
Another study was made by U.M. F u s t e r ( l ) . I t s primary 
( l ) Fuster,J«M» The self concept Approach to personal i ty 
adjustment J , social i*sychol-1963. 
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aim was to investigate relationship between self ideal congruence 
and personal adjustment , The study was made on 52 Junior and 
Senior ^—^» students 13 boys and 39 girls- in St, Xavier's 
college f^onb&y The Q sort technique developed by Stephenson 
was used. The instrument used for measurement of personal 
adjustment was the California test*B of personality. Only the 
first part , consisting of six variables, self reliance, 
sense of personal worth sense ofpersonal freedom, feeling of 
belongingness,withdrawing tendencies and nervous symptoris, was 
used a third test was a problem check list orepared by Dr.K.H. 
i'losani which intended to measure neuratic tendencies. 
The measure of self- ideal congruence obtained in 
the form of coefficient of correlation was correlated with 
the personal adjustment seores. The coefficient of correlation 
obtained ims .66 which is significant at one percent level of 
confidence Thismeans that those subjects who obtained a high 
degree of congruence between what they perceived themselves 
to be and what they most liked to be showed in sonsiderable 
degree,the component of personal adjustment which have been 
mentioned above (Viz, Self reliance and sense of personal worth, 
etc) 
Again,a negative correlations between self ideal congru-
-ence and yes scores on iiasani's test was found to be .61 which 
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is significant at one percent level of confidence. 'I'his aeans 
that subjects itfith** high degree of self- ideal congruence do not 
possess neurotic tendencies in am* uncommon measure. 
One implication of several of these studies is that 
individuals are in conflict about those traits for which 
their self idealdeserepancies are greater. CcMHf heilizer, and 
Axelrod(l) used 9^ college freshmen to test this implication. 
They tested the hypothesis that is would he more difficult 
tolearn syllables associates ifith conflicted adjective than it 
would be in case of syllables associated xirith neutral ones. 
Subjects were given the Bill's vance-*Ialcean Index 
ofadjustment and value, Each of ^ 6 3ill's aatjsscteas adjectives 
J. 
had been paired with a wosense syllable, one the basis* of 
response tothe Jill's inventory, six neutral words and six 
conflict words were selected for each subject , on which 
he had shown the greatest self ideal discrepancy,They were 
presented in random order with their associated nonsense 
syllables. The difference between the total number of trails 
for the conflict words and neutral words was computed. It was 
(l) Cown, i2.L, Jeilixer F & Axelrod. ^ »S. self concept 
conflict Indicator & learning J, Ahnorm, Soc.Bsychol 
1955-51 ^age 2^2-2^5. 
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found that , on the average, it took about five more trails to 
build up association between conflict word and nonsense 
syllabletha-n between a nonsense syllable and neutral word. For 
the groupas a vrtiole the uean discrepancy score was -*• 5•03. For 
the whole group the 't' test vms applied the obtained 't' ts. 
ratio, 2.52, was significant at between the ,01 and .02 
significance level. The finding supports the underlying 
assumption that self rating desorepencies are conflict indicators. 
Fcy(l955) tested 58 nedical school students with a 
series of inventories, one invalued self-judgement , and gave 
ascore for self- acceptance; another estimated hwf much the 
person accepted others, and the third ,ho\f much he believed 
other people accepted hia. The correlations were all positive, 
self acceptance agreed with acceptance of others(-i-.7l) 'Jtlier 
investir,ators ( '^IC Intyre, 1952; crandall and iiallugi, 195^) 
have reported similar observations. It thus a:)pears that 
the person who appr^ yftsof his a\^n attributes also approves 
of other people, i-e cannot , hovi^ ever, be sure which percept is 
the original , the self or the other. It could very easily happen 
that the child first learns to like others^ and transfers his 
attitude to himself ; or it could be that he perceives 
undesirable attributes in himself and projects them into 
others. SKka 
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The date donot sliowdiich coraes first! l) 
PUOFILE MKTuUDS:».Tlie self must be persumed to incarporate all 
tJie individual's trails. It thus follcn^ s that on© approach to 
the self image would be simply to plot a profile showing his 
comparative standing on a number of common trails. This 
method has been used by Cattell(l95o), by users of the 
H.M.P.I,( Cf.Hathaway and Meehl, 195l) and many others. It 
isa device for getting at organization or internal relationships, 
as opposed to point scores. So forthese profiles can best be 
described as promising; thetr applications, in many instances, 
seem to boil down to Hacking for ±EH: high and low scores, 
which could be done without plotting a profile at all. 
The Q sort- A method x^ hich seeas more truly to get at all 
total portrait ofthe individual is what Stephenson(l953) has sk 
christened the Q sort. This technique requires that a person 
sort a set of statements to indicate how well they describe 
him. 'I'ypically around a hundred statements are used , he will 
beasked to put ,say, 7 in the "most typical" pile, V* in the 
next , and so on, so that the largest number will be in the 
(l) Stagner jUoss^ Psychology of personality.New York: 
MC trraw Hill 3ook Company 1965. 
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m iddle of the series, iie is thus forced to pickout the aspects 
ofhis personality which he considers most and least characteristic* 
i.ow , if two persons uake these Q sorts, the distribution of 
items canbe correlated, and the result is a direct indjes of the 
degree ofsimilarity in their self images clusters may be 
located by grouping together people, who correlate relatively 
well; these will usually be found to be similar in respect to 
some aspects, suchas intelligence, economic status, or i'sychiatric 
category Q sorts describing the person can also be done by observer 
The method jfeirasi ia this is flexible and useful for studying 
certain problems which can not readily be reduced to dimensions. 
i-'HOJECTIVE .I:T1I0JS;- 'i'he self image may be studied indirectly 
by projective tests, l^ 'riedaan, in the study just cited, had his 
subjects tell '^^^'J^ stories; he t'len took the central character 
inthese stories, assumed that they reT)r«sented the person 
telling the story, and made a Q sort describing what this person 
would be like if these assumptions were correct. He called this 
the" i'rojected" self Fried,.ian's findings indicate* that the 
aor.iaiu ;UA' I^LV^-: i\ii agree fairly well as to real and projected 
self images; the Schizo phrealcs, however, shmir no relationship 
of real self toprojected self. 
3asically siailar in theory, t'lough quite different in 
technique ,is the work of wolff(i9'i3) Wolff had people judge 
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personality truils froia samples of recorded voices, mirror 
images o£ ha.ad writing etc. without their kno\fledge , saraples 
oftheir wm products were included under these conditions, he 
got evidence o£ the unconscious self- image.liis outstanding 
finding was that people tenfi ^^rnssly t*> e^n-gcrate their 
good potats underthese conditons,; to a lesser degree, at least 
saue person also exaggerated their weakness. 
rirownfain(l953J has used, another measure of the 
self image , which he calls" stability" Some tiues it is 
called ambiguity of the self- image. He asked his subjects to 
rate themselves on 25 traits, first,"as you really are", second 
"the highest you think you are," and third," The lowest you 
think you are," and forth," as others see you." His major 
interest ivas inthe distance from"highest" to "im/est", this 
represents the area of doubt, presumably, on the oart of 
this individual as to where he properly falls. As would be 
expected, large differences were associated witli emotional 
difficulties. 
The brotfnfain test was used by Funkenstein stsadb etal 
(1957) in their study of {physiological responses to frustration. 
The " stability" of the self-traage was sho\m to be significantly 
related to immediate response of the circulatory system to a 
stress situation.More date are needed, however, before we can 
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infer a physiological basis for an integrated self image. 
Tolor(i955) has devised a test soaewhat like Brm^nfain's, 
but asking for descriptions of the self novt, ten years in the 
past, and as expected in the future. It seeus likely that the 
basic aspect being aeasured is the same in both cases* the 
extent to which the person can be aware of (or is impelled 
to deny) his inconsistencies. 'Jfhe normal personality would be 
expected to fall in the centre of such a distribution, since 
hewiH(l)not have too many inconsistencies, but (2) be capable 
of recognizing them. 
In summary, most of the finding, indicate that 
people v;ho are highly self- critical- that is, who show a 
large discrepancy between the way they actually see themselves 
and the way they \irould ideally like to be one less well adjusted, 
than those who are at least moderatdy satisfied with 
themselves. Evidence indicates that highly self- critical people 
are more anxious ,more insecure and, therefore less, well 
adjusted than self- accepting people, 
ilost of the studies reviewed above have,however, been 
made in relation to self awareness. The present investigation 
sets out measure the inter correlations between different 
dimensions of self in a self awareness inventory. 
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CHAPTER-III 
METHOD AND PROCEiURE. 
The purpose of the study as discussed above 
was to measure the i n t e r - co r r ec t a t i ons between di f ferent 
dimensions of self in a se l f awareness sca le . The too l s 
used by the inves t iga to r consis t of a inventory constructed 
by Dr. Sa^ida Zaidi, Professor, Department of Education, 
Aligarh Muslim Universi ty, Aligarh. The t i t l e of t h i s 
inventory i s " Self awareness Scale? 
Descriptiion of the t o o l t -
This inventory of self awareness i s based on 
four dimensions i . e . self in r e la t ion to o thers , se l f 
in r e l a t ion to s e l f , s e l f in r e l a t ion to parents and self 
in r e l a t i on to emotional l i f e . 
Above mentioned dimensions are described in the 
following way:-
j . S e l f in Relation to Othe r s : -
Self aware person sees the woiltd f r i e n d l i e r 
than the person who i s not aware of his self . In the 
normal course of event a self aware, person bee owes more 
ac t ive ly soc ia l . He shows l ik ing and tolerance for o thers , 
e ,g , I am b e t t e r able to understand myself by the kind of 
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personal criticisms that people make against me. 
2.Self in Relation to self;-
A self aware of his self, all of his capacities 
i.e. his senses, his ability to perceive and to think, his 
ability to imagine , his desires, his capacity for joy his 
experiences of being free to make choices are mobilized, 
3.Self in Relation to Parents:-
A self aware person has positive attitude towards 
his parents. There are fewer conflicts between them. He 
respects his parents. 
4.Self in Relation to Emotional life;-
A self aware person is emotionaly stable, he is 
gratified in his basic needs, he is self sufficient person, 
he is mentally healthy. 
In the inveritory of self awareness there are ±H 
two forms i.e. 'A' and 'B' Form 'A* consists of 36 questions. 
All of the question more or less are equally distributed 
among the four dimensions. Eacii of three dimensions consisty 
of 10 questions and the forth dimention i.e. Self in relation 
to parents consists of 6 questions. All of the questions in 
form'A' are in positive form. Each item of the test has three 
alternative answers ie. 'Agree', Some what agree,' Disagree' 
e.g. I am better able to understand myself by the kind of 
personal criticisms that people make against me. 
Agree Somewhat agree .TAS^P>^^^ 
-^3 -
Form'B' also consis ts of 36 questions which are 
3SB d is t r ibu ted among the four dimensions. All of the 
questions in form 'B ' are s imi lar to those in form 'A' but 
they are in negative form. Bach question has three a l t e rna t ive 
answers- Agree, ' Some what ag ree ' , 'Disagree ' , 
e.g. I find my sel f upset by the kind of personal 
c r i t i c i sm tha t people make against me, 
. JPisaigree Agree 5 Some what agre< 
r 
Distribution of Samples and Administration 
of the test, 
To measure the inter corretation between 
different dimensions, the self awareness inventory, 
constructed by Dr. Sa;3ida Zaidi was utilized. 
This self awareness inventory is multi dimenensional 
i.e. self in relation to others (SoS) , self in relation 
to self (SS), self in relation to parents (Fs) and self 
in relation to emotional life ( Es), 
The data were collected from the students of 
B,Ed. of education department A.M.U. Aligarh. The inventory 
was administered to 9^ students, in class room situation. 
Twenty minutes were allotted to complete the questionj^ ailfe 
students of B.Ed, were selected for the sample because it 
-tlk-
was convenient for the investigator to approach the 
students of her own department in comparison to tik other 
department. 
The B.Ed students of the department of Education 
A.M.U. were quite willing to do the tests and proved to 
be highly cooperative. 
The invearitory has been rendered in to MmdHrx Urdu 
and Hindi and adopted according to Indian situation. 
Inveirtory was » self administrating, the 
instructions which were printed on the booklet were read 
out and explained to the subjects by instruct*or when they 
clearly understood what they had to do, the test booklets 
were distributed. 
The subjects sx were requested to respond quickly 
to the questions without discussing them with each other. 
Some words which were considered to be difficult were 
uniformly explained to the subjects by the instructor. 
Scoring System:-
In the inventory of self awareness there are 
three boxes i.e. ' Agree','Some what agree', and Disagree' 
in front of each item. The subjects are asked to put 
a tick mark in any of the three boxes that applies to them. 
The subjects are also asked to put a tick mark in the box 
of ' Some what agree' when they are unable to decide 
- i t 5 -
whether tdey agree o r d i s a g r e e . 
C r e d i t s to be given to d i f f e r e n t types of 
responses were determined in advance. A c r e d i t of s c a r e s 
2 sco res was given t o , those i tems which were marked on 
Agree ' i n form ' A ' , and a c r e d i t of 2 sco res was given 
t o those i tems which were marked an ' Disagree ' in form 'Bi 
Those i tems which were marked an ' Agree ' in form ' 
'A' and were, marked an 'Agree ' i n form ' B ' a l so o r v i s e 
v e r s a , were no t scored , e . g . : -
e . g . 1) I o c c a s s i o n a l l y have dreams t h a t d i s t u r b my s l e e p , 
!:ree 
s^ 
-fi 
2) I never have dreams t h a t Mtsiam d i s t u r b my s l e e p . 
•gree 
^y' 
Those items which were marked on ' Some what 
agree', were not given any credit because there responses 
did not show whether the subject agreed or disagreed. 
The scores of four dimensions of self awareness 
inventory were calculated sa-pei-acly, A credit of 4 scores 
was given to those items which were obtained 2 scores in 
form No. A and 2 scores in the same item of form No. 'B'. 
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In the end all the scores were added to get 
the total scores on self awareness of each subject and the 
total X scores of four dimensions of self, i.e. self in 
relation to others, self in relation dub self , self in 
relation to parents and self in relation to emotional 
life, was also drawn out. 
Method of Analysis. 
The investigator has used pearson's product moment 
correlation method to study the inter correlations between 
different dimensions of self in self awareness- inventory. 
CHAPTER~IV 
i^ ATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPrtCTATION OF RESULTS. 
The scores obtained on 9h subjects, who contltuted 
the sample of this study, were tabulated separately for each 
dimension of self namely, self in relation to others, 
self in relation to self, self in relation to parents and 
self in relation to emotional life. The frequency distribut-
ions of the raw scores were worked out and mean, standard 
deviation for each of the distributions were calculated 
and are presented in the table No.l. 
Table I 
Showing the Range, Mean and standard Deviation 
on four dimensions of self . 
DLmensions of No.of Range Mean (x) Standard 
sel f s tudents DeviationC ^ ) 
1. Self in 
r e l a t ion 
to others 
(Sos) 94 4-32 14.27 7.495 
2, Self in 
r e l a t ion to 
self(SS) 94 4-36 15.04 7.589 
3.Self in 
r e l a t i on to 
parents(Fs) 94 4-20 13.53 4.707 
4.Self in 
relation to 
Emotional life 
(Es) 94 4^32 13.05 4.705 
5.Total se l f 94 4^112 56.34 20.355 
- 4 8 -
Table No. 1 shows means, standard deviations and 
range of four variables ( dimensions) of self i . e . self in 
relation to others, self in relation ot self, self in 
relation to parents and self in relation to emotional l i f e . 
The mean values of these four variables respectively are 
14.27,15.04,13.53,13.05 and the mean of to ta l self i s 56.34 
In four variables of self the mean value of self in 
relation to self i s highest iee.15.04. As the table indicates, 
the range of the self in relation to self variable i s 
fa i r ly wide i . e . 4.36 and the mean figure of self in 
relation to self i s highest. This is due to the fact that 
the largest scores were obtained on self in relation to 
self. The mean figure of variable self in relation to 
emotional l i f e i s lowest i . e . 13.05. I t shows that the 
low scores were ti obtained in variable self in relation a 
to emotional l i f e . 
The mean value of self in relation to emotional 
l i f e is 13.05. I t i s less than the mean value of self in 
relation to self i . e . 15.04 th is difference in the mean values 
of variables self in relation to self and self in relation 
to emotional l i f e , i s due to the differences in scoring of 
the dimensions of the t e s t . 
The mean value of self in relation to other i s 
14.27 i . e . less than the mean value of self in relation to 
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Btlmrs self. This is due to the scoring c r i t e r i a . 
The mean value of self in relation to parents i s 
13.53 i . e . higher than self in relation to emotional l i f e . 
In th is way wer see that self in relation to others 
( Sos), self in relation to self (SS) , and self in relation 
to emotional life(Es) scores were awarded on 10 and 11 
items of the t e s t . V/hile self in relat ion to perents (Fs) score 
were given only 5 items of the t es t . Thus, obvriously there KS 
were leas t scores on variable self in relation to emotional 
l i f e . This i s due to the low range of self in relation to 
emotional l i f e . So i t s mean i s also lowest of the means of 
different dimensions of the self awareness inventory. 
The wide differences between the means of self 
in relation to others (Sos) self in relation to self(SS), 
self in relation to parents (Fs) and self in relation to 
emotional life(Es) reveal the fact that the students of 
Indian situations possess sufficient understanding of self 
in relation to self but l i t t l e involved self in relation to 
emotional l i f e . 
The mean of to ta l self i s 56.34. I t i s the to ta l 
mean of four dimensions of self i . e . SOS, SS,Fs and Es. 
-50 -
The standard deviation ( SD) of self in r e l a t ion 
to se l f i s 7.589. I t i s the highest among the standard deviatio 
of a l l the var iables of self . The standard deviation of 
self in r e l a t ion to emotional l i f e i s 4,705 i t i s the 
lowest among the standard deviations of a l l the var iables 
of x i se l f . The SD of self in re la t ion to others i s 7.495 
and i t i s higher than the SD of FS and ES, but i t i s lower 
than SD of SS. The SD of FS i s 4,707 i t i s higher than 
the SD of ( ES). 
The standard deviation of t o t a l self i s 20.355. I t i s 
highest standard deviation of a l l dimensions of self . 
The differences are according to the var ia t ions of 
the scores obtained on different dimensions of self awareness, 
inveirtory . The reason for the piBKuii pecul ior var ia t ion in 
the standard deviations i s , once again , the same as given 
above with respect to mean of d i f ferent dimensions of se l f 
awareness inventory, 
A glance a t h is to gran-wo of the four above mentioned 
dimensions indicate the following cha rac te r s t i c s of 
d i s t r i bu t i on . 
Table No. 2. ( I I ) 
Frequency distribution table showing the Range of 
class interval and x frequency of dimension self in 
relation to others ( SOS). 
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ass in te rva l Frequency 
0-5 16 
5-10 11 
10-15 16 
15-20 21 
20-25 25 
25-30 5 
30-35 2 
Histograjn of dimension se l f in r e l a t ion to 
o thers shows the high scores on the range of 20-25. The 
lowest range for t h i s i s 30-35. This histogram i s more or 
l e s s normal with s l i gh t skewness in the negative d i rec t ion . 
As discussed above on the self in r e l a t i on to others 
dimension much higher scores were obtained in comparision 
to se l f in r e l a t ion to parents (FS) and self in r e l a t i on 
to emotional l i f e (ES) . 
Table No . l I I I ) 
Frequency d i s t r ibu t ion t ab le showing the 
range of c l a s s - in t e rva l and frequency of dimension sel f in 
r e l a t i on of self (SS). 
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Clas s i n t e r v a l Frequency. "" 
0-5 13 
5-10 15 
10-15 10 
15-20 23 
20-25 25 
25-30 5 
30-35 2 
35-AO 1 
The his togram of dimension e l f in r e l a t i o n t o s e l f 
i s almost normal wi th very s l i g h t skewness in n e g a t i v e 
d i r e c t i o n . The curve shows t h a t t h e h ighes t range i s 20-25. 
The lowest range fo r t h i s i s 35-40. 
Table No. 4(1 V) 
Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n t a b l e showing t h e range 
of c l a s s - i n t e r v a l and frequency of dimension s e l f in 
r e l a t i o n t o p a r e n t s ( F S ) . 
C la s s i n t e r v a l Freouencv. 
0-5 8 
5-10 11 
10-15 31 
15-20 «» 25 
20-25 19 
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The histogram of dimension self in r e la t ion to 
parents i s s l i g h t l y skewed in negative d i rec t ion . The curve 
shows tha t the highest range i s * 10-15. This dimension of 
se l f i s l e s s number of x x» scores. I t i s c lear by t h i s 
histogram tha t the l e s s number of students understand 
themselves in r e l a t ion to parents . 
Table No. 5 (V) 
Frequency d i s t r i bu t ioh tab le showing the range of 
c l a s s in te rva l and frequency of dimension self in r e l a t ion 
to emotional l i f e (Es) . 
Class in te rva l Frequency 
0-5 13 
5-10 21 
10-15 21 
15-20 21 
20-25 13 
25-30 3 
30-35 2 
The histogram of dimension self in r e l a t ion to 
emotional l i f e i s » more skewed in negative d i rec t ion . This 
curve shows the high scores on the range of 5-10,10-15 
and 15-20. The lowest range for t h i s i s 30-35. This 
histogram shows a normal d i s t r ibu t ion of xiascores. So in 
t h i s dimension self in r e l a t ion to emotional l i f e l e s s 
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scores were obtained in comparision to self in r e l a t i on to 
o thers . 
Table No. VI 
Frequency d i s t r ibu t ion table showing the c lass -
in t e rva l and frequency of t o t a l four dimensions self in 
r e l a t ion to others(SOS) self in r e l a t ion to self (SS), se l f 
in r e l a t i on to pa ren t s (FS)^se l f in r e l a t ion to emotional 
l i f e (ES) , 
Class in te rva l Freouencv 
0-10 1 
10-20 2 
20-30 6 
30-40 8 
40-50 18 
50-60 12 
60-70 21 
70-80 11 
80-90 12 
90-100 2 
100-110 0 
110-120 1 
The histogram of t o t a l scores of four dimensions 
i s also normal and skewed in the negative d i rec t ion . 
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The curve shows the high scores on the range of 60-70 
and the low scores on the range of 100-110. 
Table No. VII 
Showing the i n t e r c o r r e l a t i o n mat r ix of four 
dimensions of s e l f . Se l f in r e l a t i o n to o thers(SOS), s e l f 
in r e l a t i o n to s i s e l f (SS) , s e l f in r e l a t i o n t o p a r e n t s 
(FS) , s e l f in r e l a t i o n to emotional l i f e (Es) and t o t a l 
dimensions of s e l f . 
m m e n s i o n s o f ^ g f ^ i n ^ Se l f^ in^ Se l f^ in^ Sel f ( T c U ; 
^®^^- to o t h e r s to s e l f t o r e l a t i o n (g^ 
(SOS) (SS) p a r e n t s ^^o t i ona l (Fs) l i f e ( E s ) 
(SOS)Self i n 
r e l a t i o n to 
o t h e r s X 0.104 0.351 0.360 0.807 
( S S ) s e l f in 
r e l a t i o n t o 
s e l f ^ 0.386 0.490 0.981 
(Fs) Self i n 
r e l a t i o n t o 
p a r e n t s . X, 0.299 0.648 
(Es) Sel f in 
r e l a t i o n to 
emotional v 
l i f e . "^  0.719 
Among a l l the i n t e r c o r r e l a t i o n s between d i f f e r e n t 
dimensions of s e l f . The c o r r e l a t i o n between s e l f in r e l a t i o n 
to s e l f and s e l f in r e l a t i o n to emotional l i f e i s the h ighes t 
t h a t i s 0 ,490. The c o i x e l a t i o n between s e l f in r e l a t i o n to 
o t h e r s and s e l f in r e l a t i o n to s e l f i s lowes t f i gu re in a l l 
i . e . 0 .104 . The c o r r e l a t i o n between s e l f in r e l a t i o n to s e l f 
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and sel f in r e l a t ion to parents i s 0.386 i t i s higher them 
cor re la t ion between SoS& Fs, SoS&Es and Sos& SS, but i t i s 
lower than the cor re la t ion of SS & ES, 
CONCLUSION 
Table No,7 shows tha t there i s very law cor re la t ion 
between elf in relation to others and self in relation to 
self. This shows that a person who i s aware of his ab i l i t i e s 
and capacities has nothing to do with his form of relation 
with others. 
Correlation between self in relation to self and 
self in relation to perents and his emotional l i f e i s also 
found to be low which again proves that a person's relation 
with his parents has nothing to do with his relations with 
others. A-gain his emotional l i f e i s also not affected with 
his relations to others. 
There is l i t t l e correlation between self in 
relation to parents and self in relation to self and his 
emotional l i f e . Thus the emotional aspects of a person do 
not affect the person's relations with his parents, 
A person's awareness of himself has also l i t t l e 
to do with his relations with Us parents, 
A slight correlation i s seen between self in 
relation to self and self in relation to emotional l i f e which 
i s very natural because if a person i s concious of his 
a b i l i t i e s , capacities and idi desires he tends to self suff i -
cient. 
Thus we see tha t the different diamensions of 
one 's personal i ty are in^dependent var iab les . The diamensions 
being his awareness of h is self, his approach and a t t i t u d e 
towards others and h is parents and l a s t l y his emotional 
s t a b i l i t y . 
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N . F . 
I . J . 
H . T . 
S .H. 
S.A. 
A . B . 
S . S . 
A.K. 
S.A. 
F . B . 
S.J, 
i.s. 
I . p . 
A . Z . 
U . J . 
N.A. 
S.l'^I. 
S.K. 
A , P . 
G.Y. 
A.A. 
: 12 
: Q 
! 4 
: ^ 
! 24 
[ 0 ' 
i 1 6 ] 
i 12 ! 
! ^^ ! 
s 16 : 
s 16 s 
8 
. 12 . 
: 0 s 
* 0 * 
J 16 . 
s 16 s 
* 3 ] 
. 16 J 
* 12 « 
20 
: 20 J 
I ii : 
24 
: 20 J 
; /i : 
! ^^ ! 
: ^ : 
s 12 
: 16 
; 16 
; 8 
: 16 
1 8 
! 1"^  
12 
32 ^ 
4 . 
8 J 
8 * 
16 . 
8 J 
0 [ 
16 J 
4 • 
4 \ 
24 J 
4 J 
32 
12 ; 
24 • 
20 * 
24 ; 
0 • 
20 [ 
a . 
i 12 : 
: 12 j 
J 12 J 
; 12 r 
! 8 ! 
1 8 1 
: 16 i 
! 20 » 
' 16 ! 
16 .* 
20 * 
8 * 
16 5 
16 J 
4 * 
8 ; 
16 s 
4 * 
12 : 
4 * 
16 I 
20 . 
12 • 
16 I 
12 J 
12 • 
12 * 
20 J 
8 
8 
8 
4 
28 
4 
16 
4 
12 
8 
16 
12 
8 
9 
0 
8 
12 
12 
24 
0 
l 6 
12 
16 
24 
16 
4 
32 
12 
S I . N o . : Names Total : SOS . 
92 
4Q 
80 i 
64 ; 
32 i 
16 i 
80 i 
32 ! 
68 i 
84 
20 i 
36 1 
56 ! 
56 I 
68 
56 
1 6 i 
32 ! 
64 I 
52 1 
80 i 
72 
48 ! 
80 1 
60 
64 J 
52 ! 
12 1 
72 ! 
78 
52 
40 
32 
48 
68 
72 
40 
! 24 
! 4 
! 12 
! 20 
! 4 
! 12 i 
20 ! 
! 0 
. 20 i 
! 32 
. 12 J 
'9 1 
. 12 i 
12 
1 20 ! 
16 i 
8 
> 12 
116 1 
! 12 
! 24 
120 
!16 ! 
I 20 
! 16 
20 J 
I 12 
!0 
>16 
! 24 
! 12 
(8 
4 
4 
28 
16 
4 
I ss : Fs. ; Es, 
; 20 J 
; 8 i 
! 28 
! 16 : 
t 8 i 
I 16 J 
; 28 i 
; 20 ! 
! 20 ! 
! 28 i 
1 4 i 
! 12 
. 16 1 
1 24 ! 
I 16 1 
. 24 i 
!0 
! 4 '' 
. 8 ! 
1 24 ! 
; 28 '• 
I 24 i 
!8 
! 24 J 
! 24 
! 12 ! 
!16 ! 
!4 i 
1 20 ! 
! 20 
;i5 
:8 
8 
8 
24 
24 
12 
! 16 ! 
! 20 ! 
! 16 ; 
! 16 ! 
! 12 1 
. 20 ! 
. 20 i 
4 
1 16 i 
i 12 
" 4 ! 
' 4 ! 
. 12 ! 
12 i 
! 20 ! 
. 8 3 
'8 1 
! 8 
1 20 ! 
8 ! 
! 12 J 
!16 
!16 ! 
! 20 
58 
16 J 
116 J 
!4 J 
16 1 
1 20 
5 12 
(8 
12 
12 
12 
16 
4 
32 
: 8 
! 24 
. 12 
1 8 
12 
1 12 
; 8 
! 12 
! 12 
I 0 
' 12 
16 
. 8 
1 12 
* 
> 8 
'0 
8 
; 20 
8 
1 16 
I 12 
: 8 
! 16 
: 12 
16 
;8 
! 4 
i 20 
5 12 
i 12 
5 16 
4 
24 
4 
16 
20-
29. 
30.! 
31.! 
32 , 
33. i 
34. J 
35. i 
36. 
5 7 . < 
58. 
59. ! 
50. i 
91. 
§2. 
ft3. 
$4- 1 
%5. . 
56.Z, 
97. ! 
58. 
59. 
60. i 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. s 
55. . 
56. . 
57. -
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62./ 
63. 
64. 
65. 
i S.T. 
i F.A. 
1 F.S. 
! T.J. 
11.1, 
', N.P. 
. S.N. 
! A.F. 
; U.K. 
i A.il. 
; J.B. 
! S.H. 
; A.s. 
! M.A. 
; s.P. 
, M.J. 
! T.A. 
!.K. 
, i-I.Y. 
; s.A. 
> d,S« 
; S.J. 
! U.F. 
! W.A. 
t S.^, 
J.B 
! H.A. 
' N. 
> S. S« 
; s. d. 
; G.P. 
t M.K. 
S.A. 
M.U. 
K.T. 
N.J. 
S. 
S l . N o 
^ 
67. 
6 8 , 
6 9 . 
7 0 . 
7 1 . 
7 2 . 
79. 
7 4 . 
7 5 . 
7 6 . 
7 7 . 
7 8 . 
7 9 . 
50. . 
i t . 
i2, . 
J 3 . . 
ih. J 
55 . ; 
6 . j 
7 . j 
! 8 . J 
9 . , 
• 0 . . 
1 . J 
2 . . 
3 . J 
4 . . 
1 N a m e s . 
J U'Y* 
j Y.K, 
M.Y. 
] i^.K. 
j J . K . 
[ S .K . 
, b« 2l« 
s.c. 
* V . K . 
; i t « S . 
5 S . S . 
! J . K . ' 
; I.A. 1 
. J » A . ] 
K . S . ' 
! B. ' 
3 . 8 . 
J . S . ' 
N . A , ] 
i i . K . 
S.S. ] 
Si . tT . ^ 
i U A , 
ilVA. ] 
i i . S . ' 
i3.K. ] 
A .A . 
i ' l . S . 
4 
A . F . 
• 
• 
* 
• 
T o t a l . 
! 60 
* 56 
; 3 6 
', 60 
. 80 
I ^^ 
', 78 
; ®^ 
1 ^® 
44 
. 72 
UI2 
^^ 
; 52 J 
60 ! 
6 0 . . 
56 J 
60 j 
60 j 
9 2 . 
56 J 
60 J 
64 ! 
84 . 
7 2 ! 
60 [ 
40 J 
44 . 
84 J 
• SOS 
: ^^ 
. 20 
. 8 
. 12 
! 16 
5 S 
, 28 
1 ^ 
! 1^ 
; 4 
. 28 
' 32 
12 . 
1 ® ; 
; 16 1 
20 . 
8 . 
20 . 
16 J 
16 J 
16 '. 
20 , 
20 , 
28 J 
20 J 
16 i 
8 . 
1 2 J 
20 J 
• ss 
: 16 
. 8 
! 4 
. 12 
. 20 
'. 16 
J 24 
. 24 
. 12 
12 
! 1 6 
! 56 
! ® J 
; 12 
! 1 6 " 
1 ^^ 
16 ] 
20 J 
20 . ' 
0 
28 J 
16 ! 
k . 
16 ! 
24 . 
20 J 
1 6 '. 
4 . 
16 j 
16 i 
• F s 
J 20 
. 12 
i l 6 
. 12 
. 20 
. 20 
. 12 
'. 16 
. 12 
1 1 2 J 
. 20 . 
. 20 . 
, 12 
! 16 i 
. 12 J 
, 20 . 
' 16 ] 
a , 
16 / 
20 J 
12 J 
1 6 j 
1 2 , 
12 , 
1 6 [ 
12 J 
1 2 J 
12 J 
20 
• E s . 
: ® 
• 1^ 
. 8 
i 2^ 
. 24 
. 20 
. 12 
I 16 
. 8 
J 1 6 
. 8 
! 24 
. 12 
. 16 
; 1^ 
J 4 
' 16 
12 
8 
28 
1 2 
20 
16 
20 
16 
16 
16 
4 
2 8 . 
